
USS Luna NCC 65828 
SD 10203.17


Starring:
Arlene McIntyre as Guard, Cmdr Blake and SM
Anna Marie Novick as CMO Tigs T. Ravenprowler and Malo
Bruce Oriani as FCO Monruth Doole
 Jane Rowley as CNS Mikal Luchena 
Mark Burton as CIV Seng Tarn
Carol Ray as TO Anna Hanover 

Guests:
 Eldad as CCO D’nor 

Absent:
Gabriel DePaolo as CO Merced 
Karriaunna Scotti as CSO Harmony Singh 

Host Arlene says:
SUMMARY:  The AT has beam to the surface and has been led through the city via guides who don't have their best interest at heart.  Made evident once they entered a warehouse where they are now surrounded by guards. The CSO has been separated from the group in order to use her as a bargaining chip.

Host Arlene says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Continue Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CIV_Seng says:
::stands glaring at the guards::

CTO_Hanover says:
Self: Great...now how do I get us out of this?

CNS_Luchena says:
@::scanning for the AT biosigns::

CIV_Seng says:
::wants to be rid of this cow suit::

FCO_Doole says:
@CNS: anything yet?

CNS_Luchena says:
@FCO:  Not yet, Lt.

Host Arlene says:
ACTION:  Two people that seem to be doctors advance on the away team.

CNS_Luchena says:
@::still scanning::

CTO_Hanover says:
::watches those advancing:: CIV: I don't know what is going on but this isn't looking good.

Host Guard says:
::Points to D'Nor::  D'Nor:  You come with me.

CCO_D`nor says:
::Whistles as he sits on the floor, he smirks as he notices the CTO and the CIV talking::

FCO_Doole says:
@::reaching out with mind toward the surface to try to detect AT:: CNS: Keep trying all bands and frequencies.

CTO_Hanover says:
::turns on D'nor:: CCO: You are the cause of this...you are the traitor.

CIV_Seng says:
::stands muttering in Klingon:: CTO: If they wouldn't have made us look like terran cows. ::glares at D'Nor::

Host Guard says:
ACTION:  The doctors advance on the CTO

CNS_Luchena says:
@COM:  Blake:  We have lost our AT on sensors.  Do you have them?

Host Guard says:
COM:CNS:  What do you mean you lost them...?  ::Checks his sensors.::  Hmmmm I don't have them either.

CCO_D`nor says:
::Glances up:: CTO: I'm here as well, how can I be the traitor? ::Raises an eyebrow::

CTO_Hanover says:
::takes a step back watching the two...wondering what is going on::

CNS_Luchena says:
@COM:  Blake:  Send us their last known coordinates

CTO_Hanover says:
CCO: Don't even go there with me...it's easy enough.

Host Guard says:
::Grabs D'Nor::  CCO:  I said come with me.

CIV_Seng says:
CCO: D'Nor if we get out of this.....

CNS_Luchena says:
@FCO:  They must be underground or in something that is blocking our sensors.

Host Guard says:
@COM:CNS:  I'm sorry, I wasn't monitoring them.  I wish I could help.

CCO_D`nor says:
::Sighs, he raises from the floor and walks to the guard. He turns around as he hears the CIV:: CIV: Then we can share some more Klingon insults? ::Laughs and walks away::

CNS_Luchena says:
@::grumbles::

FCO_Doole says:
@CNS: Agreed. Anyway to boost the signal?

Host Guard says:
D'Nor:  The Chancellor would like to see you.  He is unhappy with all the aliens that are coming to the planet.  You were suppose to keep them away.

Malo says:
All Aliens : The Chancellor does not tolerate aliens you are all under arrest.

CIV_Seng says:
CTO: What are we going to do about this Petak?

CNS_Luchena says:
@FCO:  There is an area with an electromagnetic forcefield.  It’s a good bet they are in there.

CCO_D`nor says:
Guard: And it's my fault they keep coming here? I told you we should have replaced the commander with an insider ::Shakes his head:: But noooo, that would pose an security risk ::Frowns:: Nonsense, you people are just lazy ::Smiles::

CTO_Hanover says:
CIV: For now there is nothing we can do. All I want to do is find the captain and get off this blessed planet.

FCO_Doole says:
@::looking at another screen with the planet on it:: CNS: Try concentrating on one sector at a time, starting here at the northeast and sweep back and forth.

Host Guard says:
D'Nor:  The fact remains we now have more aliens then is comfortable.  What happens if the population finds out the truth.

CCO_D`nor says:
Guard: Simple, we just need to terminate the aliens.

CNS_Luchena says:
@FCO:  We need to break through the forcefield with our sensors.... somehow....

Host Guard says:
D'Nor:  You mean make an example of them in front of the populous ?

CTO_Hanover says:
::tries to sense anything I can around us...something doesn't feel right...something...can't quite put my finger on it::

Host Guard says:
ACTION:  The guards usher the small group out of the building.  Parading them through the streets.

CCO_D`nor says:
Guard: Sure, if you want to make it as show.. But that might mean their crew might use that chance to rescue them, the safest thing will be to kill them now.

FCO_Doole says:
@CNS: I'm going to try telepathically.  (((CTO: Ensign Hanover, can you hear me?)))

CTO_Hanover says:
CIV: Just go with them for now...until we can figure out how to get out of this.

CIV_Seng says:
::moves with the guards:: CCO: I see you are trying to get someone else to do your dirty work petak. ::spits the word::

CTO_Hanover says:
::cocks head as if trying to hear something...looks around the area::

Host Guard says:
D'Nor:  If they try, then they suffer the same fate as these ones.

CNS_Luchena says:
@::still scanning for biosigns::  FCO:  I've got them!  They've moved beyond the forcefield.

Malo says:
:: shouts :: hey everyone look at these losers.

CCO_D`nor says:
CIV: Oh no no my dear, I will be the one to kill you.. I have some favors left ::Smirks at him:: Guard: I'm telling you, they'll escape..

FCO_Doole says:
@(((CTO: Anna, it's MJ. I'm on the Luna, Where are you?)))

Host Guard says:
::Scoffs at D'Nor's suggestion.::

FCO_Doole says:
@CNS: Excellent work. Pinpoint their location and try to get a lock on them.

CTO_Hanover says:
CCO: Escape to where?????????? ::cocks head almost sure she is hearing the FCO but not sure...tries to focus and curses her downfalling:: <w> CIV: There is something else going on here...something not quite right.

CNS_Luchena says:
@::attempts to get a transporter lock on the CIV and CTO::

Host Guard says:
ACTION:  The populous turns and looks at where the shooting is from.

CCO_D`nor says:
Guard: It's always like that, the good people escape because the bad people wants to make a scene out of their killing. Killing should be simple, in private and fast. Let me show you ::Glances around:: Can I have your weapon kind Guard?

Malo says:
The chancellor is going to have these people for lunch.

FCO_Doole says:
@(((CTO: Come on. Concentrate Anna. I know you can hear me. I can feel it.)))

CIV_Seng says:
<w> CTO: Whatever the petak is mine. This dishonor will be avenged.

Host Guard says:
::laughs:: D'Nor:  Now why would I do that ?

CNS_Luchena says:
@FCO:  I have a transporter lock on the CIV and CTO

CTO_Hanover says:
(((FCO: Lt? I think I can communicate with you...I don't know?)))

CCO_D`nor says:
Guard: Simple, an order. Or do you want me to tell your  "bosses" that you made their most valuable informer feel not welcomed?

Host Guard says:
::Takes a long look at D'Nor.::

FCO_Doole says:
@CNS: No. Don't use the transporter. We will not interfere with the natural evolution of the people.

CNS_Luchena says:
@::eyes the FCO::

CNS_Luchena says:
@::sighs::

CCO_D`nor says:
::Smiles widely at the guard::

FCO_Doole says:
@CNS: And as they have never seen transporters. Seeing people just vanish into thin air, might cause serious repercussions.

CNS_Luchena says:
@::gets up and goes to the nearest replicator::

Host Guard says:
::Mutters::  D'Nor:  Here you go...  ::hands him a knife.::

CNS_Luchena says:
@FCO:  It's your call.  ::makes some tea::

CTO_Hanover says:
::shakes head:: <w> CIV: I thought I was hearing the FCO...I think I must have been wishing.

FCO_Doole says:
(((@CTO: Yes Anna. Focus on me. Tell me where you are.)))

CIV_Seng says:
CTO: Try again.

CTO_Hanover says:
::looks around again and focuses harder:: (((FCO: We are being taken somewhere...can you beam us out?)))

CNS_Luchena says:
@::wanders back to the OPS console and takes his seat::

CCO_D`nor says:
::Nods to the guard, he smiles widely and turns around:: Guard: I say we kill one of them as an example now, what do you think?

Host Guard says:
::Thinks::  D'Nor:  Well the chancellor wants them alive.

CCO_D`nor says:
Guard: All of them?

CNS_Luchena says:
@::checks sensors and sees he can still locate the AT::

Host Guard says:
ACTION:  As the group walks down the street two alleys appear on either side.

CNS_Luchena says:
@::sips his tea::

Host Guard says:
::Shrugs.::  D'Nor:  Afraid so.

FCO_Doole says:
(((@CTO: No. Due to the Prime Directive. There is an alley nearby to the left of your position.  Try to escape to it.)))

CTO_Hanover says:
(((FCO: Beam us out when we reach it.))) <w> CIV: The alley...get ready to make a break for it.

CCO_D`nor says:
::Shakes his head:: Guard: And I thought today is going to be fun ::Sighs:: Can I at least cut the Klingon hair off? ::Laughs::

Host Guard says:
D'Nor:  What's a Klingon ?

CCO_D`nor says:
::Frowns, he points at the CIV:: Guard: That.

CNS_Luchena says:
@::sips his tea some more::

Host Guard says:
ACTION:  The Guards are looking forward not concerned about the prisoners.

CTO_Hanover says:
<w> CIV: Now. ::bolts for the alley::

CTO_Hanover says:
(((FCO: Beam us now!)))

CIV_Seng says:
::bolts into the alley::

CNS_Luchena says:
@::still drinking tea::

CCO_D`nor says:
::Glance back, he frowns as they run. Aiming, he throws the knife at the direction of the CIV's::

FCO_Doole says:
@CNS: The AT is alone. Beam them up now

Host Guard says:
ACTION:  The guards run after them.

CNS_Luchena says:
@::reestablishes the transporter lock::

CTO_Hanover says:
::runs behind some boxes:: (((FCO: Now would be good.)))

FCO_Doole says:
@CNS: energize.

CNS_Luchena says:
@::initiates transport::

Host Guard says:
ACTION:  The AT de-materializes before the guards eyes.

CNS_Luchena says:
@FCO:  Got them

Host Guard says:
ACTION:  The knife hits the Civ in the leg as he dematerializes.

CIV_Seng says:
::materializes on the ship::

CCO_D`nor says:
::Glances around, he curses and curls his hand to a first:: All: I knew it! I told you this would happen, but did you listen to me? Nooooo.. ::Sulks::

CTO_Hanover says:
::materializes on the ship...bolts off the pad and runs for the bridge::

Host Guard says:
D'Nor:  Looks like you were right.  Now what are you going to do ?

CIV_Seng says:
::looks down at the knife:: Self: PETAK?

FCO_Doole says:
::to self:: Dang! They were seen.

CTO_Hanover says:
::gets into the TL and heads for the bridge::

CCO_D`nor says:
@Guard: Me? ::Glances around, he pulls his communication bade:: I'm going after them ::Smiles widely:: Ta-ta. ::Hits the badge::

CIV_Seng says:
::reaches down pulling the knife out:: CTO: The petak will pay for this insult

Host Guard says:
ACTION:  D'Nor transports back to the Station.  Then makes a beeline to the Luna.

CIV_Seng says:
::looks up:: Self: Now I am talking to myself.

FCO_Doole says:
CNS: We still need to get the CO and CSO out of there

CTO_Hanover says:
::runs off the TL:: FCO: They have Harmony. ::runs over to my station and pulls up a schematic:: Here....this building. She is somewhere in there and I think the captain is as well.
CTO_Hanover says:
FCO: I would suggest you seal the ship and now.

CNS_Luchena says:
::wonders what they need to seal the ship against::

CIV_Seng says:
::storms out of the TR heading for sick bay:: *FCO*: Lt. this is Seng I am heading for sickbay to get this cut taken care of and get out of this ugly suit you all put me in.

FCO_Doole says:
CTO: have every available security officer guard every way on to this ship. CNS: Go to Yellow Alert.

CNS_Luchena says:
::goes to yellow alert::

CIV_Seng says:
::storms through the corridor growling at people as I pass::

FCO_Doole says:
CIV: Acknowledged.

CTO_Hanover says:
::calls the security teams and gets them sent through the ship:: FCO: Done sir.

CTO_Hanover says:
FCO: I couldn't put my finger on it so to say...something is very wrong down there...very wrong. ::voice trails off::

Host Cmdr_Blake says:
COM:Luna:  This is Cmdr Blake.  What is the idea of going to Yellow Alert ?

CCO_D`nor says:
#::Pauses, he turns around and runs towards the control center. Entering, he glances around and pauses:: Computer: Raise force field around the control center, level 10. No overrides other then my own. ::Glances around:: Computer, access the Luna computer, initiate Mutiny code, disable all access to the ship computers.

CIV_Seng says:
::enters the TL:: Computer: Sickbay.

CNS_Luchena says:
FCO:  Commander Blake is on the COM.  He wants to know why we are at yellow alert.  Care to take it?

CNS_Luchena says:
COM:  Blake:  Stand by....

CIV_Seng says:
::exits TL storms into the sickbay:: Doc: Doctor! ::said with anger::

Host Cmdr_Blake says:
ACTION:  With shields up, D'Nor can't get to the Luna computers.

FCO_Doole says:
COM: Cmdr. Blake: This is Lt. Doole, Commanding. There is something very wrong going on here so I have sealed off the ship and that includes going to Yellow alert to prevent beaming

CIV_Seng says:
<DOC> CIV: How may I help you.

CTO_Hanover says:
FCO: I have reason to believe that... ::stops midsentence::

CIV_Seng says:
DOC: Get rid of this ridiculous get up and fix my leg. ::growls::

FCO_Doole says:
CTO: What? What is it?

Host Cmdr_Blake says:
COM:FCO:  Care to elaborate Lt.  What has gone wrong ?

CTO_Hanover says:
::motions to the COM not wanting to say anything with it open to the base::

CCO_D`nor says:
#Computer: Access the Luna though their shields frequencies, deep search. Level four.

CNS_Luchena says:
::accidentally cuts the COM signal and tries to look innocent::  FCO/CTO:  Whoops.

Host Cmdr_Blake says:
ACTION:  One number of the frequency code appears on the console before D'Nor.

CTO_Hanover says:
::grins at the CNS:: FCO: I have reason to believe that either D'nor or Commander Blake know more than they are telling. And I think D'nor is our leak to the surface.

CIV_Seng says:
<DOC> CIV: Get up on the bed and lets have a look at the leg.

Host Cmdr_Blake says:
#::Notices the com has been cut.::  Self:  How rude!

CCO_D`nor says:
#Computer: Level five scan.

Host Cmdr_Blake says:
ACTION:  A second number of the frequency code pops up.

CNS_Luchena says:
FCO:  Should we be locking down our command codes?

CCO_D`nor says:
#::Frowns:: Two more.. Level six!

CTO_Hanover says:
::looks down at tactical:: FCO: Someone is tampering with the computers...trying to access something. ::shakes head::

CIV_Seng says:
::sits on the bio bed glaring at the doctor as he fixes the leg then starts removing the cow get up::

FCO_Doole says:
COM: Computer: Lock out all command codes. Authorization Doole-17Gamma 3

CCO_D`nor says:
#Computer: Level 10, power override!

CTO_Hanover says:
::starts setting a fractal encryption code to stop the tampering::

Host Cmdr_Blake says:
ACTION:  As the FCO locks out the command codes a third number appears.  D'Nor overrides takes time but is slowing biting into the system.

CNS_Luchena says:
CTO:  Any idea what they were trying to access?

CTO_Hanover says:
::working hard to get it to work:: FCO: It's working. CNS: I don't know...my guess trying to get through the shields.

CIV_Seng says:
::finally feels the last of the cow get up reaches up with hand and rubs face:: Self: Now that feels better.

Host Cmdr_Blake says:
ACTION:  Access denied appears on D'Nor's screen, but he still has three of the frequency override numbers.  Does he try and extrapolate the last number.

CNS_Luchena says:
CTO:  Any idea where this person is operating from?

CTO_Hanover says:
CNS: My best guess......the base.

CCO_D`nor says:
#Computer: Level 13.

CIV_Seng says:
Doc: Thank you. ::storms out of sickbay enters TL:: Computer: Deck one.

CNS_Luchena says:
::nods and reopens the COM signal to the base::

CNS_Luchena says:
FCO:  Want to talk to Blake again?

CIV_Seng says:
::feels the TL start to move and come to a stop exits onto the bridge::

CTO_Hanover says:
FCO: Do so and find out where D'nor is...I still think he is behind this.

CNS_Luchena says:
::waits on the FCO::

FCO_Doole says:
CNS: Not yet.. Computer:  Is there any way to change the shields command code?

CNS_Luchena says:
::sends the station some static as if they were having COM problems::

CCO_D`nor says:
#::Smiles at the results:: Computer: Beam me to the Luna bridge.

FCO_Doole says:
CNS: Open a channel

CNS_Luchena says:
FCO:  Channel is open

FCO_Doole says:
COM: Cmdr. Blake. Where is D'nor?

CTO_Hanover says:
::calls extra security to the bridge::

Host Cmdr_Blake says:
ACTION:  D'Nor materializes on the bridge.

CNS_Luchena says:
::whirls around::

CTO_Hanover says:
::sees someone materializing:: SEC: Get him.

Host Cmdr_Blake says:
COM: FCO:  He is with you.... why ?  And what is going on!?

CCO_D`nor says:
::Glances around, he smiles and nods:: Computer: Mutiny code, protect me with a force field!

CTO_Hanover says:
::pulls weapon and takes aim:: CCO: I would suggest you stand very still.

Host Cmdr_Blake says:
ACTION:  The computer lock out finally takes hold.  No force field appears.

CNS_Luchena says:
::wonders who the heck this joker is and what a mutiny code is::

CIV_Seng says:
::turns and advances on the CCO anger in eyes::

FCO_Doole says:
COM: Stand by... I'm about to find out.

CCO_D`nor says:
::Frowns, he glances around and spots the CIV:: CIV: Stay right there, come near me and the Luna will be destroyed. I have an command waiting for my abort key, you have ::Glances at one of the consoles:: one minute.

FCO_Doole says:
::rises to full height and walk over to D'nor:: What are you doing on my bridge?

CTO_Hanover says:
CCO: You are bluffing...you have been stopped.

CCO_D`nor says:
CTO: Can you risk that?

CIV_Seng says:
CCO: It is a good day to die.

CIV_Seng says:
::reaches over picking the CCO up by the collar:: CTO: Anna what shall we do with him?

CCO_D`nor says:
::Glances at the console:: CTO: 30 seconds

CTO_Hanover says:
FCO: I would suggest he tells us where our missing crew is and return them now.

FCO_Doole says:
CCO: Where is my missing crew. I know you know.

Host Cmdr_Blake says:
ACTION:  Steam can be heard hissing in the vents.

CCO_D`nor says:
FCO: I ate them of course ::Smirks::

FCO_Doole says:
CCO: I suggest you tell me and quickly.

CIV_Seng says:
::holds up the CCO with one hand makes a fist with another:: FCO: Shall I?

CNS_Luchena says:
::notices he is out of tea::

CCO_D`nor says:
CTO: Ten.. Nine.. Eight.. Seven ::Smiles widely::

FCO_Doole says:
CIV: Stand down.

CNS_Luchena says:
::decides not to traverse the bridge to get some more at this particular moment though::

Host Cmdr_Blake says:
ACTION:  Steam fills the bridge.......... then the countdown begins to slow.

FCO_Doole says:
CCO: Don't try being cute. I want to know where my crew is.

CTO_Hanover says:
CCO: Where are the CSO and the CO?

CIV_Seng says:
::looks at the FCO but continues to hold the CCO up by the collar::

CNS_Luchena says:
::watches the steam fill the bridge and wonders what that's all about::

CCO_D`nor says:
::Uses the steam distraction, he kicks the CIV in the legs and grabs his phaser. Walking back he aims it at the CIV::

FCO_Doole says:
COM: Computer: Can this steam be stopped?

Host Cmdr_Blake says:
<Computer> FCO:  Yes...

CCO_D`nor says:
::Glances around, he hits one of the buttons in the consoles and smiles as he feels the transport::

CNS_Luchena says:
::looks around to see where it's coming from::

FCO_Doole says:
COM: Computer: Do so.

CCO_D`nor says:
::Fires at the CIV on stun as he vanishes::

Host Cmdr_Blake says:
<Computer> ::Steam begins to evaporate as D'Nor vanishes.::

CNS_Luchena says:
::wonders if getting undocked might be a good idea... or is it dedocked::

CTO_Hanover says:
Self: Damn! ::tries to track down D'nor::

FCO_Doole says:
COM: Cmdr Blake. D'Nor has just beam off the bridge. He's behind this. Try to find him

Host Cmdr_Blake says:
COM:FCO:  D'Nor ?  He is my most trusted aide.

FCO_Doole says:
::reaches out with mind to find D'Nor::

CTO_Hanover says:
::mutters out loud:: Trusted...he needs to be shot!

FCO_Doole says:
COM: Commander Blake: More like your most trusted betrayer, if you ask me.

CCO_D`nor says:
::Appears in ME, he sets the phaser on kill and fires on EO's as he goes to the Warp Core::

Host Cmdr_Blake says:
ACTION:  The FCO detects that D'Nor is still on the ship.

CNS_Luchena says:
::gets up and wanders over to the replicator::

CNS_Luchena says:
::orders more tea this time with some sweetener::

CTO_Hanover says:
FCO: Weapons fire in ME!

FCO_Doole says:
COM: Cmdr. Blake. I'm sensing D'Nor is still aboard the Luna I'm going to go to Red Alert so he can't get off this ship.

CIV_Seng says:
::snaps head at the CTO turning bolts for the TL::

FCO_Doole says:
CTO: Send security to there.

Host Cmdr_Blake says:
COM:FCO:  Red Alert!  Oh very well.  Do you need anymore help ?

CNS_Luchena says:
::removes his tea from the replicator and wanders back to the OPS station::

CTO_Hanover says:
FCO: Already dispatched sir. Sir I would suggest we undock from the base.

CIV_Seng says:
::enters TL pulling disrupter:: Computer: Main Engineering.

CNS_Luchena says:
::sits and takes a sip... ummm good::

CTO_Hanover says:
<SEC> ::runs into ME with weapons drawn set to kill::

FCO_Doole says:
COM: Cmdr.Blake: Yea. Dispatch any available security personnel to the Luna.

FCO_Doole says:
CTO : Go to Red Alert

CTO_Hanover says:
::hits the Red Alert switch and hears the klaxons going off all over the ship::

Host Cmdr_Blake says:
COM:FCO:  Hmmmm you'll have to drop your shields for me to do so.

CIV_Seng says:
::exits TL walks into ME looking around for D'Nor::

CCO_D`nor says:
::Overpowers the phaser, he smiles as the beeping increase. Glancing at the warp core he sighs and lowers his head, he throws the phaser at the warp core::

CNS_Luchena says:
::just hates that noise::

CIV_Seng says:
::spots the CCO raises disrupter and fires::

FCO_Doole says:
CTO: Drop the Shields. Beam Cmdr. Blake's personnel onboard and then return to Red alert.

CNS_Luchena says:
::sips his tea::

Host Cmdr_Blake says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

